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Physical Inventory SolutionsPhysical Inventory Solutions

Professional 
physical inventory 
solutions and 
services provider.

programs, custom designed to provide both 
analysis and functional statistics that help you 
dig deeper into your on hand inventory needs 
and liabilities.

With the TopCount accuracy guarantee you
get our money back guarantee that we will 
stand behind our results.  You can rest assured 
you will get what you need done right the first 
time.

Only TopCount provides the dedicated service 
and accuracy guarantee our customers have 
come to rely on for there physical inventory 
needs.

Feel free to contact a TopCount representative 
today!

or visit us on the web at: 
www.TopCount.net

leading edge computer aided accuracy

Getting it right the first 
time saves you money.

Accuracy is important ! 
TopCount developed
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Why choose TopCount?

805-308-3762

Phone: 805-308-3762
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Bar-Coding can look like
an alphabet soup of 
terms and lingo.  Even 
worse creating a new 
barcode system can 
seem impossible at 
times.

TopCount can produce and affix a barcode 
system during our physical inventory duties.

 l   Savings on repeat inventories can be
        immediate and substantial.

 l Barcoding will increase accuracy.

UPC EAN UAN  registration and implementation for manufac-
tures and  publishers is available.

With TopCount you receive a dedicated portal 
that you can access and manage your physical 
inventory projects status and reports.

With the TopCount on-line manager you can 
manage multiple physical inventory jobs
even for multiple locations from one convenient 
secure on-line portal.

Schedule & Manage new physical inventory 
jobs, and more.

Uan UPC UAN-8 32 Bar-Coding?

TopCount can work with 
all the top bar code
formats.

Reporting and Analysis?
When you receive your on-line portal 
you can produce reports 24/7/365
as you need them.

For a small fee we will provide printed 
hardcopy reports to anyone you specify.

Scheduled cycle counts?

 that works best for your business(s).

Choose from 3/6/9/12 month plans designed to save you 
money and improve your physical inventory systems and 
procedures.

Or choose a daily counter program for daily counts on 
inventory.

Why would I do a physical inventory?

Knowing your exact inventory saves your company money 
in taxes , employee theft and duplicative purchases.

When dealing with perishable foods physical inventories 
are required more frequently, Preventing and
spotlighting waste, could mean the difference between 
spoiled milk and ice cream.

TopCount creates a solution designed specifically for your 
needs.

TopCount works in clean rooms, sterile conditions and 
other demanding enviornmental situations.

TopCount is a leading provider of innovative new services 
designed to put your physical inventory requirements on 
track.

TopCount can work with you to reduce employee theft, 
supplier mistakes and provide immediate third party proof 
to partners and investors.

TopCount  makes your taxable inventory and equipment 
easier to manage and forecast with.

TopCount is the accuracy leader, with proprietary systems 
written to catch and reconcile mistakes in the field.

TopCount provides a critical gap for mergers and acquisi-
tions when you are buying or selling a business agreeing 
on the inventory counts and values can be time consuming 
and speculative often becoming a deal ender.

TopCount provides a third party independent physical 
count of your inventory.

Contact a TopCount representative today!

or learn more on-line at: 
www.TopCount.net

On-Line account manager.

We can save you money with our 
scheduled cycle count programs.

TopCount will work with you to 
establish a cycle count program

805-308-3762


